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Evidence-Based Medicine
EBIV1 NOTEBOOK
On some clinically useful measures of the accuracy of diagnostic tests
In the Evidence-Based Medicine abstracts
that describe diagnostic tests, we pro-
vide our readers with numbers that
summarise the tests' accuracy. Several
years ago, an editorial in ACT Journal
Club (1) summarised some guides to
help readers critically appraise articles
about diagnostic tests. This EBM Note
reviews the derivation and meaning of
those numbers and introduces the lat-
est additions of terms to our Glossary.

We focus here on a way of think-
ing about diagnosis that takes into
account both components of evi-
dence-based medicine: your indi-
vidual clinical expertise and the best
external evidence. The former fre-
quently determines year assessment
of diagnostic possibilities before you
do the test (prior or pretest probabili-
ties), and the latter concerns the abil-
ity of the test to distinguish patients
with and without the target disorder
{providing both the old-fashioned
concepts of sensitivity and specificity
and the newfangled and more power-
ful concept of likelihood ratios).
These two elements of evidence-
based medicine can be combined to
refine your estimates of whether the
patient has the target disorder (pos-
terior or post-test probabilities) and
to make the diagnosis. This journal
reports the diagnostic tests that pro-
duce the biggest changes from pretest
to post-test probabilities and that are
most likely to be useful to you in your
practice. This discussion of the tests'
properties is summarised from a re-
cent book about practising" and teach-
ing evidence-based medicine (2).

Where do the pretest probabilities
come from? Ideally, they are derived
from your clinic's or hospital's data-
base of accumulating clinical experi-
ence, specific for the setting in which
you work and the sorts of patients who
come or who are referred to you.
Other times pretest probabilities may
come from community surveys, lon-
gitudinal studies, or data banks estab-
lished expressly for this purpose.

Either way, pretest probabilities for
the same target disorder can vary
widely among and within countries
and among primary, secondary, and
tertiary care settings. You will have to
apply your clinical expertise to modify
any initial estimate of the pretest
probability in light of your patient's
unique biology, age, and presenting
symptoms and signs (we will describe
yet another way to do this in the pen-
ultimate paragraph of this Note).

Suppose that we're working up a
patient with anaemia, and based on
her age, duration of symptoms, clini-
cal signs, and initial smear results, we
reckon that her probability for iron-
deficiency anaemia is 50%; that is, the
odds are about 50-50 that the anaemia
is caused by iron deficiency. Although
a bone-marrow aspirate stained for
iron stores constitutes the diagnostic
(reference or "gold") standard for
confirming the presence or absence
of this target disorder, neither we nor
our patient want to be involved in an
invasive, uncomfortable, expensive
procedure unless it is absolutely nec-
essary. We are aware of several labo-
ratory tests that can help in the
diagnosis but are unaware of the rela-

tive value of each test or whether they
are all necessary. We decide to search
the current literature, and we find i
review article by Guyatt and col]
leagues (3) that compared serum fer
ritin with bone-marrow staining fo
iron; we judge it to be valid. By th
time we've tracked down and studies
the external evidence, summarised ii
Tables 1 and 2, our patient's senm
ferritin test results come back at 6(
mmol/L. How should we put all thi
information together? \

From the study report, we can cort
struct Table 1. We note that 90% q
patients with iron-deficiency anaemi
(731/809) have serum ferritin leve
<65 mmoi/L. This proportion of pa
tients with the target disorder ivbi
have a positive test result is called
test's sensitivity. We also see that 85
of patients who do not have iroi
deficiency anaemia (1500/1770) ha1

serum ferritin levels > 65 mmol/I
This proportion of patients who ai
free of the target disorder and ha)
negative or normal test results is calle
the test's specificity. •: • j

Sometimes sensitivity or specifif
ity is so high that it can be used,
rule in or rule out a target disord

Table 1. Results of a systematic review of serum ferritin as a diagnost
test for iron-deficiency anaemia*

Diagnostic
test result for
serum ferritin

Positive
(< 65 mmol/L)

Negative
(> 65 mmol/L)

Total

Target disorder
(Iron-deficiency anaemia)

Present

731
a
c

78

a + c

809

Absent

270
b
d
' 1500

b + d
1770

iooi|
a + b _M
C + d : :14

+ C + 2 5 7 1

^Sensitivity = a/(a + c) = 731/809 = 90%
Specificity = d/(b + d) = 1500/1770 = 85%
+LR =• sensitivity/(l - specificity) = 90%/i 5% = 6
-LR = (1 - sensitivity/specificity = 10%/85% = 0.12
Positive predictive vaiue = a/(a + b) = 731/1001 =73%
Negative predictive value = d/(c + d) = 1500/1578 =95%
Prevalence = pretest probability = (a + c)/(a + b + c + d) = 809/2579 = 31%
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a very high sensitiv-
igative result rules out the di~
j::(SnNo«t; in Table 1, this

^ J l l ^ n d s t o a very high negative
j:*^&ctw&:vahi£)- When a test has a
S ; | ^ : h i g ^ s p e c i f i c i t ^ a positive test
i n s u l t rules i n the 'diagnosis (SpPin;

to a very high posi-
:::|:^pfedictive value). Calling a test
:;• \^;i|sultppsitive or negative may be use-
: •:: -iiii whenvthe test has a good SpPin or

:;/ •: JSijlSFput, but for most tests a great deal
V-|)f jnjfonnation can be lost by creating
Ktliis. dichotomy.
;?.::.;:::As.clinicians, our interest isn't in
';:';Mie vertical columns of Table 1 (if we
;:;:i;lcnew ^hich column our patient was
v.i-in;.we:wouldn't need the diagnostic

:,::: ••test!)) We want to know the "horizon-
••:; til -significance" of this test result:
N-J: What proportion of patients with se-
;v: rum ferritin levels of 60 mmol/L have
;
:. iron-deficiency anaemia? In this study,

: :;.:;731/1001, or 73 %, of them did (a pro-
:: ...:por.tion called the positive predictive
:
:
::
:: :yalue). Does this mean that the prob-
:. ability our patient has iron-deficiency
:. anaemia is about 73%? No, for two
.; reasons. First, although we reckoned
.: Ptlrat our patient's probability of hav-
,:-;mg iron-deficiency anaeniia was 50%,

':' the corresponding pretest probability,
•;.V:6r prevalence, in the study patients
"was 809/2579, or only 3 1 % . To

:. ; reckon the probability of our patient
;.; -having the target disorder, we have to

/.; extrapolate from die study to patients
. Jike ours by applying the test's sensi-

:
 : tivity and specificity to a hypothetical

•group of patients witli a pretest prob-
.. ability for iron deficiency of 50% (for
. those of you with the gumption to do

.so, it should come to about 86%).
'•. ... And there is a second reason why

our patient's probability for iron-
deficiency anaemia isn't 73%, or even

: 86%. Although the serum ferritin
.determination looks impressive when

: viewed in terms of its sensitivity (90%)
and specificity (85%), a newer way of
expressing its accuracy with likelihood

ratios reveals its even greater power
and, in this particular example, shows
how we can be misled because the old
sensitivity-specificity approach re-
stricts us to just two levels (positive
and negative) of the test result. Most
test results, like those of the serum
ferritin test, can be divided into sev-
eral levels.

Table 2 shows a particularly useful
way of dividing test results into 5 lev-
els. When this is done, one extreme
level of the test result can be shown
to role in the diagnosis. In this case,
you can rule in (SpPin) 59% of the
patients widi iron-deficiency anaemia,
despite the unimpressive sensitivity
(59%) that would have been achieved
if the serum ferritin test results had
been split at this level. Likelihood ra-
tios of > 10, when applied to pretest
probabilities of > 33% (0.33/0.67 =
pretest odds of 0.5) will generate post-
test probabilities of 5/6 - S 83%.
Moreover, die other extreme level can
rule out (SnNout) 75% of those who
do not have iron-deficiency anaemia
(again despite a not-very-impressive
specificity of 75%). Likelihood ratios
of < 0.1, when applied to pretest prob-

abilities of < 33% (0.33/0.67 = pre-
test odds of 0.5), will generate post-
test probabilities of 0.05/1.05 =< 5%,
Two other intermediate levels can
move a 50% prior probability (pre-
test odds of 1:1) to the useful but not
usually diagnostic post-test probabili-
ties of 4.8/5.8 = 83% and 0.39/1.39 =
28%. And one indeterminate level in
the middle (containing about 10% of
both sorts of patients) can be seen to
be uninformative, with a likelihood
ratio of 1. To our surprise, our pa-
tient's test result generates this inde-
terminate likelihood ratio of only 1.
The test we'd have judged very use-
ful, based on the old sensitivity-speci-
ficity approach, really hasn't been
helpful in moving you toward the di-
agnosis. We'll have to think about
other tests (including perhaps the ref-
erence standard of a bone-marrow
aspiration) to sort out this problem.

At diis and every other stage in the
diagnostic process, we must decide
whether to test furdier, treat, or aban-
don a diagnosis. Although it would be
most comfortable to achieve post-test
probabilities of 100% or 0%, in ac-
tual practice, we seldom reach these

Table 2. The usefulness of five levels of a diagnostic test result*

Diagnostic test
result for serum
ferritin (mmol/L)

Very positive (< 15)

Moderately positive
(15 to 34)

Neutral (35 to 64)
Moderately negative

(65 to 94)
Extremely negative

(>95)
Total

Target disorder
present

Target disorder
absent

Number (%)

474 (59)

175 (22)

82(10)
30(3.7)

48 (S.9)

809 (100)

20(1.1)

79 (4.5)

171(10)
168(9.5)

1332(75)

1770(100)

Likelihood
ratio

52

4.8

1
0.39

0.08

Diagnostic
impact

Rule in
(SpPin)

Intermediate
high

Indeterminate
Intermediate

low
Rule out
(SnNout)

*SnNout = when a test has a veiy high sensitivity, a negative result rules out the diag-
nosis; SpPin = when a test has a very high specificity, a positive result rules in the
diagnosis.
Pretest odds » pretest probability/(l - pretest probability)
Post-test odds = pretest odds x likelihood ratio
Post-test probability = post-test odds/(post-test odds + 1)
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idealised degrees of certainty. This
uncertainty means we must treat for a
disorder, although its probability still
falls short of 100%, and stop pursuing
a diagnosis, although its probability is
still above 0%. These limits are called
thresholds. When the post-test prob-
ability is at or below the point where
there is no difference between the
value of withholding treatment and not
testing further and that of performing
further tests, we neither treat nor test
further for the target disorder; we are
at the "no-treatment-no-test" thresh-
old (4). And when the post-test prob-
ability is at or above the point where
there is no difference between the
value of administering treatment and
that of performing further tests, we
stop further testing and start treating;

we have crossed the "test-treatment"
threshold. Between these two thresh-
olds, we continue to carry out diagnos-
tic tests in die hope that their results
will send us across one of the thresh-
olds, which are functions of such fac-
tors as the precision and accuracy of
the diagnostic test and die risks and
benefits of both the test and the treat-
ment. Thresholds vary among diseases
and individual patients.

Finally, there's an easier way to ma-
nipulate all these probabilityoodds cal-
culations, and a noniogram for doing
so is shown (Figure 1). By anchoring a
straight edge at the pretest probability
on the left-hand column and rotating it
until it intersects the likelihood ratio for
the diagnostic test result in the centre
column, the post-test probability can be

99
Pre-test

probability

Likelihood
ratio

0.1
Post-test

probability
proDaomiy

Figure 1. Nomogram for interpreting diagnostic test results. Reproduced with per-
mission from FaganTJ. Noniogram for Bayes's theorem. N Engl J Med. 1975;293:257.
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read in the right-hand column. This
nomogram, when coupled with test-
treatment thresholds, also provides cli-
nicians with an additional approach to
determining appropriate pretest prob-
abilities. This time, the straight edge is
anchored on the likelihood ratio for the
diagnostic test result and rotated until
it intersects the post-test probability;:

that corresponds to the appropriate
threshold. The straight edge is then fol-
lowed back to the left-hand scale, where
it intersects the pretest probability and
clinicians can ask themselves: "Is a pre- "
test probability at this level (or higher •••
if trying to make a diagnosis, lower if;;-.:

trying to rule it out) clinically reason-,:

able for my patient?" .;
When reported in this journal;'-,

these measures of the accuracy of di- ;:.
agnostic tests will be accompanied,:.,
whenever possible, by their 95% con-.?
fidence intervals. The key definitions <l
in this EBM Note have been added,!
to die Glossary, and future notes wilUj;
present other elements of the scientey
of the art of clinical diagnosis in m$
effort to render it more effective aod ;:|
efficient and to promote improve-;!
ments in die care of patients. :'

David LSadett, MD
Sharon Straus, 0
University ofOx

Oxford, England,
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